Monday 24 August:

13.00 Opening
13.00-13.15 Introduction by program director
Degree coordinator and leader of the session introduce themselves, practical information is shared here before the start of the study. Who is who in the degree programme? Bring Your Own Device! (plenary)

13.15-13.50
Break out rooms Zoom – each Junior lecturer with 1/6\textsuperscript{th} of the group
* The mentors know in which group you’ll be. If you only follow the faculty introduction and not the bachelor introduction days, you are not in a group and you can choose whichever session you like to join.

13.50 - 14.00
Pitches from Guus Schreiber, study advisor (, OLC, FSR).
VUnet instructions video
\textit{end of degree programme introduction. Close plenary Zoom meeting and go back to mentor group zoom meetings.}

14.00-15.00
Kahoot Quiz, enrolling for courses. See the \textit{canvaspage of your degree for more information (mentor group sessions)}

---

Zoom Access Codes:

\url{https://vu-live.zoom.us/j/95412549879}
Meeting ID: 954 1254 9879
Passcode: BMSfaculty

For more information on the study association of Biomedical Sciences, go to: \url{http://intro.gyrinus.nl/}

\textbf{Use this link to enroll for the introduction Canvas page you’ll need during the faculty introduction:} \url{https://canvas.vu.nl/enroll/3PMTTM}. 